
CHAPTER 16 JOSHUA 16

KILL THE CANAANITES!
It is like a cancer between them, infecting them both. Jerusalem, occupied by the wicked 

Jebusites, divides the territories of Judah and Benjamin. Does Judah suppose she is being mer-

ciful when she allows them to remain? A persistent disorder in the City of Peace--it's as if a 

surgeon would compromise with a malignant tumor, and leave some of it inside the patient so 

not to act too harshly; or if the doctor would say, "Removing all the cancer is too difficult. It 

isn't worth the effort. After all, I did get most of it; you should be happy" (all the way to the 

mortuary!). It is not a kindness to sympathize with evil.

The pollution--and that is exactly what their name means--of the Jebusites, and the other 

Canaanite people is so great and so horrible, that God has ordered their extinction. Every tribe 

in Israel fails to completely obey that order. And the multiplying destructive results of that 

failure extend to this day.

Think of the subtle, but so deadly contamination of God's intention for His people, as they 

mingle and intermarry with these mortally diseased heathen. That's what is so terrifying in the 

corruption of immorality--its subtle nature; and why a cupful is worse than a panful. It is bet-

ter to have the country completely overrun with them, than to allow a remnant to remain. If 

their influence is more flagrant, and not so seemingly innocent, it might be dealt with strictly, 

as God commands.
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KILL THE CANAANITES!
The natural man reasons that if a lot of Canaanites are bad, a few are good. But God won't set-

tle for good. Good is the enemy of the best, and damns obedience with faint compliance. A 

thousand times better that sin "become exceeding sinful,"1  than just sinful. Let it be magni-

fied until it can be seen for what it is!2  And that is why God tells us that cold is better than 

lukewarm.3  Hot or cold, one or the other, but let it be plain.

As long as sin is kept "within bounds" it will be tolerated, and as long as it is tolerated it will 

go on doing its evil work. Dressed up and perfumed, sin seems not so bad, even harmlessly tit-

illating at times. But little foxes spoil vines.4  They are so cute, these little jackals. But when 

the vines are dead, there is no more wine. It's wine or spoilers. We have to choose.
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JUDGMENT IS SWEET 5
JUDGMENT IS SWEET 5

When God destroys the wicked, we know that it is an administration of justice,6  but it is also 

an act of kindness. The Scripture declares that the Lord smote Egypt's firstborn, drowned Pha-

raoh and his army, killed evil kings and repossessed their lands--all because he is merciful.7  

Mercy is the explanation!

Rejecting the foolish posture of presuming to defend or even to comprehend God in this mat-

ter, we simply accept and proclaim it: God's judgment is blessed.8 

When God condemns Cain to exile "east of Eden"9   He is redeeming him with a new begin-

ning. And then we see him, obviously no longer an outcast, begetting a son, building a city, 

and naming them both Enoch! (dedication). His trouble is his door of hope.10 

The Prodigal Son only "came to himself" after he is--in the words of the Psalmist--under a 

wicked man in a desolate place.11  The wasting that God permits Satan to bring into Job's life 

is the best thing that ever happens to him. It results in twice the blessing he would have had 

otherwise,12  a double reference in the Old Testament, and a commendation in the New.13  

God is good.
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